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ULTIMATE PROTECTIVE PACKAGING FOR YOUR 
FRAGILE, VALUABLE AND IMPORTANT GOODS. 
 
BUBL WRAPPING
Perfect protection for difficult to pack items of all shapes and sizes. BUBL 
Wrapping folds and wraps around your product to cover and protect it in a 
cushion of air. The air BUBL is much larger than standard bubble wrap and 
is made from much thicker and more durable plastic, so you only need a 
single layer, it is virtually un - burstable.

BUBL Wrapping is supplied in un - inflated rolls, saving significant 
warehouse storage space; you only inflate as required – manually using a 
compressed air supply, or automatically using our Auto Inflation Machine. 
BUBL Wrapping is manufactured with serrated strips to make it easy to tear 
off the right amount – no cutting or sharp knives required 

 

BUBL TEC CUSTOM PACKAGING SOLUTIONS  
Underpinning all our products is our core technology, BUBL Tec, with which 
we can quickly create and brand custom BUBL Bags for specific products.

BUBL WRAPPING ITEM RANGE

VALUABLE
FRAGILE
IMPORTANT

Part No BUBL Bag Dimensions (un-inflated)

4F600-021 300m Roll, 600mm wide, 75 Microns Thick

4F900-022 300m Roll, 900mm wide, 75 Microns Thick

4F1200-023 300m Roll, 1200mm wide, 75 Microns Thick

Autoinfl01	 BUBL	Auto	Inflation	Machine

Less storage Brand protectionEco-friendly Super-protection Lower cost Quick to packSimple to use Happy customers



On one project I have a lot of kitchen 
air fryers with glass bowls,  so for 
packing it’s perfect to keep the  
glass safe away from the edge of  
the box and from couriers throwing 
them around. 
 
We also find it far better and  
quicker than bubble wrap and  
the boys love it!

Derek Cousins 
eBay Seller

BUBL PACKAGING 
Transit damage affects 1 in 14 of all on – line purchases.

Our packaging provides maximum protection for your products and we 
have solutions for everything from mobile phones and TVs to rare wines 
and antiques – with everything in between.

Our products replace cardboard boxes, padded envelopes, void – fill and 
bubble wrap; they are simple and quick to use, dramatically reducing 
packing time compared to traditional packaging (typically by more than 
three quarters) – and dramatically reducing cost.

BUBL Packaging is environmentally friendly; all materials used are 
recyclable and most of our products are reusable.

Put simply, with BUBL Packaging transit damage is effectively eliminated 
and you save time and money – without harming the environment. 

 

ABOUT US 
 
BUBL Packaging was formed, as BUBL Bag, in 2015 to provide better 
protection for goods in transit; since then the company has grown 
significantly and several new product lines have been introduced,  
creating packaging solutions for virtually every product type.  
 
Our vision is to lead the way in packaging that provides highly  
effective protection for valuable and fragile goods, and that is  
recyclable, reusable and sustainable. 

 

SOLUTIONS FOR EVERYTHING: 
OUR OTHER PRODUCT LINES 
 
BUBL Bags  BUBL Cases 
BUBL Pods  Ancillary Products 
BUBL Tubes 

CONTACT DETAILS
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